
5 WAYS TO PREPARE FOR A CLEANSE

You have finally decided to give your body the nutrients and love it deserves! 
I am here to give 5 easy steps to a smooth juice cleanse.

It's ok if you're nervous, have you been considering doing a juice cleanse but scared because you 
think you won't be able to survive without any food?
Well, I am here to remind you, You are having plenty of nutrients and way more "food" you can 
imagine.

One of the biggest Misconceptions is that You starve yourself to lose weight!
Sorry folks that's just not the case here. 
You see in One juice alone you're going to be intaking more than what you normally would eat. 

Juicing is phenomenal for people with gut issues as the insoluble fibre has been removed, making 
it easier to digest and faster to absorb nutrients, as you will not need the use of your digestive 
system.

So let's get into it!

Five ways to prep for a Juice Cleanse!

If you have decided you want to start a cleanse, try and first give yourself one week to make 
these 5 necessary changes!

1- NO MORE CAFFEINE! (coffee, pop, Energy Drinks...)
You are trying to detox the body of all harmful chemicals and reset itself to a healthier version of 
natural energy. Not processed junk always giving you a major High then brutal Low! No more 
crash and burn

2-NO MORE PROCESSED SUGAR! (candy, fast food, processed meats/cheese )
Your body will face some major withdrawal symptoms in the first three days! The worst are the 
headaches, mostly from all the processed sugars your body is used to. You will be revamping 
your brain to crave healthy options within days, so if you can give yourself a week of no junk 
food! wow, your cleanse will be a smoother ride ahead. 

3- NO MORE MEAT OR DAIRY! All you meat eaters ready to bite my head off lol just know 
it's not about being vegan, it's about making your cleanse easier on the body to adjust.
Thus making your cleanse more enjoyable and easier to complete.
Fun FACT- Dairy does not digest in the human body, it stores as fat. 
Juice Cleanses are amazing for stripping the body of toxins and built-up waste that has been 
stuck to your walls for years! So if you're looking for fast major results, then put the steak down 
and Milk down!



4- START EXERCISING! Some people don't realize when you're on a juice cleanse it's still 
best to stay as active as possible. 
Yes, I will be honest and let you know the first few days seem to be when your body feels the 
weakest. That's only because it is trying to reset itself. You've gone how many years just 
grabbing whatever your brain said would fulfill your cravings. Well now, you are retraining your 
brain to not just cave into all the junk at arms reach and truly make healthy decisions. 

5- PUT YOURSELF ON A ROUTINE! When you embark on this Juice cleanse, You will be on 
a strict routine. It's best to get yourself mentally and physically prepared for this.
Try waking up earlier to exercise even if its a morning walk or maybe some yoga poses
Then have a glass of water and some herbal teas throughout the day. 
Start to introduce more hydration. 

Some of you Like Myself may not have a week to prep and that's OKAY! 
It's not going to be fun the first 3-5 days but you will make it through and WHEN you DO it will 
be so worth it!


